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This paper presents an overview of a newly developed ubiquitous fi sheries information system using satellite 

remote sensing and geographical information system (RS/GIS). The system was developed to aim for providing 

high value-added fi sheries oceanographic information in anytime and at anywhere. We also make this system 

to come into wide use for especially fi shermen and managers in fi sheries cooperation or fi sheries experimental 

stations. This system consists of four subsystems; MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) 

receiving subsystem, database subsystem, analysis subsystem, and GIS subsystem (WebGIS and onboard-GIS). 

MODIS system provides sea surface temperature, chlorophyll-a concentration and sea ice distribution. Database 

manages the all products under Oracle software. Analysis subsystem produces level 1 to level 5 products, which 

include fi shing ground forecasting of Japanese common squid, Pacifi c saury, Skipjack tuna and Albacore tuna. 

These procedures run automatically, so that the fi shermen could receive information in near real time through 

communications satellites (maritime satellite internet services and digital packet communication services) and 

S-band Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (S-DMB) Service. Using satellite communication services, users can 

operate all products dynamically such as overlaying, measuring distance from nearest port or fi shing grounds 

on the onboard GIS. On the other hand, using S-DMB service, users can receive several marine information 

and weather information as broadcasting. Those systems can help to support effective fi shing activities such as 

economy with time for fi shing ground destination or nearest landing port. This ubiquitous information services 

promise to promote sustainable fi sheries operation and management in the offshore around Japan.


